
Take a moment to reflect on your typical communication style at work.
Do you tend to be more assertive, passive, or somewhere in between?

How do your communication habits influence your relationships with
colleagues, superiors, and subordinates?

List three strengths in your workplace communication that you can
leverage for professional growth.

Identify one aspect of your communication that you'd like to improve.
What steps can you take to enhance it?

Reflecting on Your Workplace Communication

Identifying Your Strengths and Areas for Growth

Worksheet 1: Exploring Your Workplace Communication



If you're in a leadership position, rate your leadership communication on a
scale of 1 to 10 (1 being poor, 10 being excellent). Why did you give yourself
that score?

What specific actions can you take to enhance your leadership
communication skills and inspire trust within your team?

Recall a recent workplace conflict or disagreement. How was it resolved,
and what role did communication play in the resolution?

List three strategies or techniques you can employ to improve your conflict
resolution skills.

Leadership Communication Self-Assessment

Conflict Resolution Inventory

Worksheet 1: Exploring Your Workplace Communication



Describe your brand's identity in a few sentences. What values, beliefs, or
mission does it convey?

How does your brand story align with the needs and aspirations of your
target audience?

Brainstorm a marketing campaign or promotion idea that tells a
captivating story about your product or service.

What emotions or messages do you want your audience to associate
with your brand through this campaign?

Unpacking Your Brand Story

Creating a Story-Driven Marketing Campaign

Worksheet 2: Crafting Your Business Story



Select a medium (e.g., blog post, video, social media) for a piece of
content about your business. Which one did you choose? And is this the
platform your ideal client is using?

Outline the key elements of your content, including the story, message,
and call to action.

Create and share your content. After implementing a storytelling
approach in your marketing, assess its impact. Has it led to increased
engagement, brand awareness, or customer loyalty?

What did you learn? How can you continue to refine and evolve your
business storytelling strategy based on these insights?

Content Creation Challenge

Measuring Storytelling Impact

Worksheet 2: Crafting Your Business Story



Reflect on your self-perception. How would you describe your self-image
and confidence levels?

In what ways does your self-perception influence your interactions with
others, both personally and professionally?

Identify a self-limiting belief that has held you back. What evidence can
you find to challenge this belief, and how can you reframe it positively?

Describe a situation where you overcame a self-limiting belief and
achieved success. What did you learn from that experience?

Examining Self-Perception

Challenging Limiting Beliefs

Worksheet 3: Exploring Personal Narratives



Rate your emotional intelligence on a scale of 1 to 10 (1 being low, 10 being
high). Why did you give yourself that score? How does your emotional
intelligence impact your communication and relationships? 

List three strategies you can implement to enhance your emotional
intelligence and connect more effectively with others.

Think about a significant personal growth journey or transformation you've
undergone. How did it impact your self-narrative and communication
style?

Share an example of how embracing personal growth led to positive
changes in your professional life.

Developing Emotional Intelligence

Personal Growth and Narratives

Worksheet 2: Crafting Your Business Story



Take stock of your communication
strengths and weaknesses. How can
you leverage your strengths to excel
in your personal and professional life? 

Worksheet 4: You as the Nexus

Reflect on a recent situation where
self-awareness played a key role in
your decision-making or problem-
solving. What was the outcome? 

Self-Awareness Inventory

Evaluate how closely your personal
narratives align with your brand's
story and values. What aspects of
your narrative need refinement for
greater congruence?

Reflect on a recent situation where
self-awareness played a key role in
your decision-making or problem-
solving. What was the outcome? 

Alignment Assessment



If you're in a leadership role, consider
a recent leadership challenge you
faced. How did self-awareness and
authentic communication contribute
to the solution?

Worksheet 4: You as the Nexus

Share an example of a leader,
whether in business or another
context, who exemplifies the power of
aligned narratives and authentic
communication.

Leadership Reflection

Identify a recent innovative idea or
solution you generated. How did your
understanding of narratives and
beliefs contribute to this innovation?

Describe how fostering a culture of
narrative exploration and innovative
thinking could benefit your workplace
or business.

Innovation Exercise


